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The Honorable Gina McCarthy
Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W.
Washington, DC 20460
June 16, 2014
Dear Administrator McCarthy,
We write to express support for the Environmental Protection Agency’s work to set the stage for
oil and gas industry methane regulations through the series of white papers issued in April.
Based on the information contained within those papers, we strongly urge the Agency to move
forward with such regulations expeditiously. While we anticipate that responses to the white
papers will provide additional valuable information on strategies to reduce emissions from oil
and gas, data the Agency has today makes clear that available technologies can cheaply and
significantly reduce emissions from key sources in this industry, including all of those covered
by the Agency’s white papers. Given the damage from these emissions and the low-cost
opportunity to reduce them, regulation is both necessary and warranted.
Tightly regulating methane from the oil and gas industry is absolutely critical to meeting the
President’s publicly-stated pledge to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 17% by 2020. We
know from a number of studies that methane emissions from the oil and gas sector are substantial
-- about one-third of total US methane emissions. Methane and other harmful substances, from
smog precursors to toxics like benzene, are released and allowed to leak from wells, compressors,

and pipelines, among other sources throughout the sector. Several recent studies1 have confirmed
that, overall, methane emissions are considerably higher than official inventories report. EPA’s
volatile organic compound (VOC) standards adopted in 2012 will mitigate some of this methane,
specifically from a subset of new and modified sources in the sector. However, due to the
substantial amount of methane emissions left untouched by those standards, only rules that will
reduce methane pollution from existing equipment, nationwide, are an adequate response to this
pollution.
Additionally, the methane problem is growing due to the domestic oil and gas boom: horizontal
drilling and high-volume hydraulic fracturing are giving developers access to more gas and oil
supplies, resulting in more pollution. In fact, a recent study shows that emissions from U.S. oil
and gas operations are projected to increase 4.5% by 2018, despite EPA’s 2012 oil and gas
rules.2 This growth is in part due to the 2012 rules’ poor coverage of methane emissions from oil
development, making clear the need for enhanced standards that will reach these sources of
methane.
Methane leaks and venting are all wasteful, and the majority can be prevented at low cost - in
many cases at a net gain to producers and society over a short return period - since the retained
or captured gas can be used on-site or sold. As the white papers themselves show, leaks and
venting contributing significantly to the methane problem are very inexpensive to address. One
source included in the white papers, a recent report by ICF International, found that industry
could cut its methane emissions by roughly 40 percent below projected 2018 levels using proven
technologies at an average annual cost of less than one cent per thousand cubic feet of produced
natural gas – a fraction of a percent of the revenue the industry receives for the gas.
Some companies are taking this issue seriously and going above and beyond current regulatory
requirements to reduce methane emissions on their own, and even supporting state efforts to
adopt standards for methane. However, a variety of market conditions disincentivize or inhibit
companies from maximizing the available opportunities to reduce methane. These conditions
include diverse ownership of the different parts of the system, ownership transfer of the gas
moving through the system, higher rates of return from other investments, lack of knowledge of
best practices, lack of incentive by independent contractors, or a simple lack of interest.
Collectively, these factors result in a market failure with respect to methane, and regulations
must be established to prevent the resulting wasteful and harmful pollution. Action by EPA
would complement soon-to-be-proposed Bureau of Land Management methane waste rules
governing oil and gas operations on federal lands and build on the work of several states.
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Curbing methane is a “win-win-win-win” that can save fuel, reduce greenhouse gas emissions,
improve air quality, and improve pipeline safety, and our organizations stand at the ready to
support swift action. Doing so is a critical near-term step toward implementation of President
Obama’s Climate Action Plan and continued U.S. leadership on climate protection and healthier
air. Some of our organizations separately provide detailed comments regarding each of the
Agency’s five white papers, and all of us look forward to working with and supporting the
Agency in crafting new rules to reduce methane pollution from the oil and gas industry.
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